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Ten Years Ago Today
LIDGEZ & TIKES FILE

High winds and hail hammered at Calloway County last night
with widespread damage being reported. Worst damage was
reported at Morgan's Boat Dock and vicinity.
Richard Self, age 58, died. He was a resident of Murray Route
Five.
John Perfilio has joined the staff of Murray Manufacturing
Company as personnel manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Culver announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Loretta, to Sid Jobs, son of
Mr, and Mrs. S. G. Jobs.
Mrs. W. B. Graves and Mrs. Goldia Curd of Murray were installed as officers of the Paris District WSCS at the 21st annual
meeting held in the beautiful new sanctuary of the First Methodist
Church in Murray.

20 Years Ago Today
LIDO=•TIMES TILL

..e

Kentuckians have been greeted with another snow today and
once again the warning is out, "Drive Carefully".
John Stiroat has been notified that he was the winner of a
contest held by the Life insurance company with whom he is
associated.
Prof and Mrs. E. G. Schmidt have returned from New York
City where he attended a press association meeting.
•'Two Flags West" with Joseph Cotten, Linda Darnell, Jeff
Chandler, and Cornell Wilde is showing at the Varsity Theatre.

301fearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER & TINZI1Fill

Deaths reported are Charles B. Fulton, David F. McConnell,
Mrs. Sarah Neal Dunn,Pvt. Gatlin E. Bogard, Mrs. John Porter,
"Aunt Nola" curd, and "Aunt Sallie" Gilbert.
The tobacco barn with farming tools and an automobile, owned
by Otis H. Workman of near Lynn Grove, was destroyed by fire
March 11. Another fire damaged the Gilbert Funeral Home here
on March 10.
The Almo Warriors, coached by Hewlett Cooper, will play
Bardwell in the First Regional Tournament. Others in the tournament are Tilghman. Sedalia, Heath, Cuba, Lowes, and Central
of Clinton.
Miss Kathryn Dunaway of Lynn Grove was one of four members of the February graduating class of Lois-Glyn School of
Beauty Culture, Bowling Green, to receive special honors She
was chosen "Miss Personality" by the student body.

View of Fourth Street area, Ana:trolls, Alaska, in wake of March 27, 1164. earthquake.

The lovely exotic looking
Christmas Rose, or more aptly
named the Lenten Rose, is
blooming in my garden just
now. It has chocolate purple
blossoms and stems of eight to
ten inches above the foliage. It
bears the complicated name of
Helleborus Orientalis
Atrorubens. Its sister plant the
Helleborus Niger is a white form
that is even preferred by some
folks. The white blooms take on
a tinge of pink as it gets older.
One of the attractive things
about this plant is that the
blossom stays pretty for at least
a month if left on the plant and
for a week or more after being
cut.Each stem usually has two
blooms and a spray of the attractively cut foliage. I always
enjoy the flowers from these two
plants as they come so early
when there is so little to remind
us that spring is at hand.
Those of us who have the
Butterfly bush or Huddleia
would like to have a new variety
of the familiar shrub. It is called
Opera and is a deep rose color.
The big trusses are completely
covered with the tiny flowerets
and they say the bush will have
up to twenty-four of these
trusses.
It is hardy and will grow in
sunny spots or partly shady
ones. It is a delightful plant and
old ones can be obtained in
varying shades of purple and
lavendar, pink on through red,
as well as a clear white. The
sprays are well adapted to
making arramgements. It is
well named as the butterflies

By HARRY KURSCH
I what U.S. Geological Survey asters of great earthquakes."
I scientists are now working on.
Central Press Association
The San Andreas fault! Now,
The experiments are being these words strike terror in the
Correspondent
WASHINGTON—The records conducted at the Rangely oil hearts of Californians from San
here are precise. It was exactly field in northwest Colorado, un- Francisco down to Los Angeles.
5:36 p.m. lAlaskan time, seven der-the auspices of the USGS Some scientists say the Los Anyears ago, March 27, a Good National Center for Earth- geles quake last month has
Friday. It was the start of the quake Research headquartered transferred a considerable strain
Alaskan earthcidake, destined to In Menlo Park, Calif.
from comparatively minor faults
At the Ftangley field scientists to the major San Andreas fault.
be one of the major disasters
have noted that the technique
of its kind in history.
• • •
The state was almost crippled of injecting water at high presTHIS "TRANSFER" could
for good. Over 100 persOns were sure into an oil field (to in- lead to a
major earthquake with
killed and more than $300 mil- crease oil production) has trig. indescribable
damage and countlion in property damage was gered a series of minor earthless deaths because numerous
tallied. Proportionately, in any quakes. This fluid pressure on crowded
communities have
other state, a similar blow could faults—cracks in the Earth's sprung
up along the San Anhave exceeded fatalities by the crust presumed to be the major
dress fault since World War II.
tens tif thousands and billions cause of earthquakes- -seems to
Most scientists are predicting
of dollars in damage.
increase "stored-up strains in
that such an earthquake, causThanks to the scientists at the Earth's crust."
ing upwards of a million deaths
*
the U.S. Geological Survey, a
if it should strike during workunit of the Interior Department
IN A recently published rehere, the Alaska quake became search report. three USGS ing hours, can be expected in
one of the most thoroughly doc- 'scientists— Drs. C. B. Raleigh, this century.
Perhaps it was no coincidence
umented and studied earth- J. H. Healy and J. Bredehoeft
quakes in history. Furthermore, .saicis "If earthquakca stop,iar ! that only weeks before the Los
disaiiter, the trgas
It sparked a series Of co-ordini-die off in frequency with reducated federal-state plans to cope tine in water.preaure. then we and the Federal Office of Emwith earthquake hazards, to will have made another step in ergency Preparedness produced
learn how to predict them, and the understanding - or earth- -a booklet: "Safety and Survivaleven to learn how to prevent quakes: the re:teat-eh will have in an Earthquake."
them
identified an important 'safety
This bobldet, plus three com• • •
valve'ter earthquakes triggered panion pieces: "Earthquakes,"
PREVENTING earthquakes by thin injection."
"The San Andreas Fault." and
may seem like a pipe dream,
"If the Raugley earthquakes "Active Faults of California,"
particularly to Californians af- can be controlled," the, scien- all written in non-technical lanter the recent disaster in Los tists added, "earthquakes on the guage, are available free upon
TEI. AVIV, Lsliael. Men and
Angeles and with the horeers--iiiingeLoor, sari Andreas fault in request from the U.S. Geologi- women
here, all dedicated to
of the 1906 San Francisco ca- California may someday be con- cal Survey. Department of the
building Israel as a permanent
tastrophe a relatively fresh trolled, which would be a giant Intei•ior, Washington, D.C.
and peaceful country for the
memory. But that's exactly step forwaid in averting Its- 20242.

seem to enjoy it. They hovor
about it making a beautiful
sight.
Among the newer flowering
shrubs for spring is the very
lovely Virburnum or Snowball.
This one also has a horticultural
name of Tomentosum Plicatum
Roseurn. The huge pink flower
form balls that are perfectly
sd
aenliagdhdtfeucil
ct3la
hade.of
ond
r isaa
Thr7inil
smtind
attraction, the foliage turns a
deep red in the fall. It too is a
hardy plant and will grow in
Light shade or full sun. This
would be a wonderful addition to
any garden.
I use horticultural name of
plants as it is a help when buying
them. There are so many
varieties of each shrub that the
name immediately identifies it
There is less chance of an error
in your order and besides that it
is interesting to have the real
names. By studying them, one
can often add to their garden
lore and certainly the more we
know about plants, the more we
understand them.
I think perhaps the reason
some folks say they don't care
anything about gardening is
because they just haven't taken
the trouble to open their hearts
and minds to this the most exciting avocation in the world.
Every time we plant *aflower,
we learn something else, for we
learn by doing. Our failures
teach us as much as our successes.
And springtime is such a
wonderful teacher and such a
delightful one.

Israel's strength
is in its people

'the Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, March 13,
the 72nd day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury. and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Pisces.
WASHINGTON (U P
On this day in history:
Several female sky marIn 1868 the U.S. Senate began shals,
packing pistols and
impeachment
proceedings trained in karate
and judo,
against President Andrew Johnsoon will be taking their
son on charges of "high crimes
and misdeameanors." He was places beside the men assigned to guard against airaquitted by one vote.
In 1933 banks throughout the plane hijackings in the
United States, it was
country started reopening after
the bank holiday declared by learned today.
U. S. Customs Bureau
President Franklin D Roosesources confirmed that
velt on March 5.
In 1954 on the eve of his 75th "several ladies" had been
birthday, Albert Einstein urged accepted for the program
intellectuals to "refuse to and will soon start the
cooperate in any understanding four-week training course
at Ft. Belvoir, Va. They will
that violates the constitutional
be trained in marksmanrights of an individual."
ship and hand-to-hand comIn 1969 Apollo 9 returned
bat.
from a 10-day earth orbit that
successfully tested moon landing craft.

StudentsNamed
Women join.
To Honor Roll
sky marshal
Almo School
program
I

Jewish people, often repeat a
short tale to picture the role of
their nation in world affairs.
"Israel," as one military
aide explained it, "has no oil,
few industries, a shortage of
housing, the war and high
taxes.
"But the people - they are
our resource."
To a visitor, accustomed to
similar problems in America
but with broader ways of
finding their solutions, the
question arises of how a small
and relatively poor country can
have a guns and butter society.
Traveling through the land
from the borders of Lebanon on
the north to the boundaries with
Jordan on the east and
Egyptian lines to the south, it
becomes clear that the Israelis
do plan to have both - even at
the risk of bankruptcy to their
country or the thought of
continual war with the Arab
world.
Among the strongest voices
in Israel is that of the military,
for in this nation there are
three hostile borders on land
and
an
uninviting
Mediterranean Sea to the west.
To maintain its sanctity, Israel
requires all men to serve three
years in the defense forces with
women obligated for a 20month tour of duty.
Col. Yosef r all military
spokesmen use only their first
names) tells you of the over-all
mission of the Israel Defense
Force.
"You will find it quiet here,"

he says during a postclinner
conversation. Joking often, he
speaks confidently of the
Israeli army's ability to crush
its Arab counterpart, particularly in Egypt, if the tense
ceasefire erupts into another
war.
•
But he becomes sober in
reflection on the possibility of
Pus opponents' ability to continue buying arms from the
Soviet
Union at terms
described as "unknown but
very: favorable to the Arabs."
To many Israelis who have
worried over continual confrontations with the Arabs for
the last 30 years, the areas are
more than liberated but bona
fide territories of the state.
One such person is Avik
Malkin, treasurer of the Kibbutz Gadot, a communal
farming settlement which prior
to the six-day war rested under
the eyes of Syrian artillery
below the Golan Heights in the
north.
The war brought the heights
to Israeli control and allowed
Malkin and his neighbors to
work their crops free of the fear
from day-to-day shelling.
During a tour of the kibbutz.
Malkin proudly displayed a
hole in the side of the community's recreational building
-the mark of a direct hit from
a Syrian gun three years
before. It has been paned with
glass, as he says, "to give
visitors a better view of the
Golan Heights."

Students named to the honor
roll for the last six weeks' period
at the Alrno Elementary School
have been released by the
principal, Tom Rushing. They
are as follows:
Fourth Grade-Daron Ahart,
Renea Ahart Tommy Boggess,
Johnna Brandon, Charlotte
Coursey, LaDon Dowdy, Renae
Edwards, I.esa Hoke, Eric
But shun profane and vain bablings: for they will increase unto
Kelleher, Renee McDougal,
more ungodliness.-II Timothy 2:16.
Kevin Pritchett, Kim Starks,
Bad habits grow rapidly: shun them for good ones
Connie Taylor, Terry Tucker,
and Jennifer Woodall.
Fifth Grade-Lisa Cleaver,
ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
Terry Cleaver, Luana Colson,
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Michael Duncan, Rita Edwards,
LaDon Graham, Susan Imes,
Some of us are wiser than others. We have
Mark Jones, Keith McGinnis,
discovered that life is a series of stumbles one after
Keith Starks, Randall Starks,
Trina Swift, Tina Thompson,
another, and that when you fall on your face it is
Beverly Thorn, and Edith Turbecause you probably tripped over your own big
ner.
feet.
Sixth Grade-Cresti Bucy,
Michael Haley, Candy Hargis,
The lost war? 1 Gina Hopkins, Carl Kelleher,
"Remember, Man, as you pass by—As
A thought for today: British
Marilyn McKenzie, Richard
you are now, so once was I."
author Thomas Paine said,! NEW YORK
f'JPIL:
Murphy,
Michael
Miller,
President
Nixon
believet
—Headstone in a Cemetery
•
"Suspicion is the companion of It
the• Vietnam War may beLaDonne Roberts, Melissa
e
mean souls, and the bane of all
t
•
. the__ last ever faced by I Schroader, Renee' Thompson,
good society."
(i) CihkECOM
the country and said the
Thweatt.
Janet
and
, war a ill-not be 'a politiTf-iATFIES
Seventh Grade-Robin Bayles,
D Al;CrPtt--IYI GUIDE
cal issue in the 1972
Brandon,
Stacey
Bennett,
Cindy
presidential
campaign.
ILLITERACY-,DECLINE.S
r ilie—New York
Gina Cleaver, Shelia Edwards
Adults 81.50 - Child 74
Times
P
WASHINGTON
s:.ifutoday.
f UPI)-The
Anthony Fike, Barbara Griffin,
Census Bureau says 1.4 million 7 "This war is ending,"
viz41
.%4 GEN:A.,'AL\ _I
Sherry Haley, Rebecca Imes. Clamatalatmliairlaniallitansmoultammiiime
Nixon said in the interAmericans-about one out of
Rodney Jones, Teresa Moody, -±: Mongolia next
-!, view. -In fact. I seriousI
at 8,Sun. cont.from 2130
every 100-over the age of 14 is
3
Kevin Penick, Kim Perkin,, I
ly doubt if we will` ever
e
illiterate, compared with 2.6
Cindy Rogers, Kathy Scott, Joe a WASHINGTON (UPI): -7,—
another war. This
WINNER Of 6 ACADEMYNI
AAROXI
million 10 years ago.
United
is probably the very last
States ..E
Dan Taylor, Craig Thweattl and . The
1 Mflr0-02(DIAMMEIER
iAf 0
ACORLO
POW Pral.CfCr". A:
one."
The illiteracy rate for whites is
may eventually re- Ft
IDLEAN'Sft
Vicki Weatherford.
,
3
IE.
view
0.7 per cent, the agency said, • Nixon was interviewed
the
Beach,
possibility
:
.-z
Eighth Grade-Sharon
OF 110AS mamas
s.,
in his office by C. L.
compared to 3.6 per cent for
Barbara Bourland, Shirley i of extending diploL Sulzberger, the foreign
DOCTOR ..
is\
matic recognition to 5
blacks. Ten years ago the rate
Brandon, Craig Dowdy, Denise
_
affairs columnist of the
.-1
..
ZHIVAGO
Communist
.,
Mongolia
I
Russell
was 1.6 per cent among whites - Times.
Futrelk,
Dumus, Jpe
a
and 7 5 per cent for blacks
Hopkins, Cheryl Jackson, Patsy R but there Is no Immezw.c. r.t'l alX4ftralt/A If
intention
of a
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Letterman,
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Don't fight over your

DRINKERS' DELIGHT
CHATHAM, England ( UPI 1Regulars at a pub threatened to
boycott the place unless barmaid Sue Sinclair, 26, agreed
not. to wear hot pants to work
and go back to her former
fashion of miniskirts.
Not that the men did not like
Sue's hot pants, but they liked
her hot panties better. Unknown to her, the men were
holding a nightly sweepstake on
the color of panties she wore to
work.
The arrival of the hot pants
ended the betting. Now Sue has
agreed to go back to minis
"It's a bit of a giggle for the
boys," she said.
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Perhaps a small warning to the members of Martin Oil's
smart-aleck club should be the first order of business. Boys
you're in for 'seven miles of bad road', as practically everyone
you know is taking pot-shots at you. Admittedly you have it
coming but one hardly expects it all in one ''big wad". A ground
den might be advisable.
You should thank the 'powers that be' for censoring and
omitting a full page of your latest "sure to draw blood
remarks". As it is you're likely to discover you have stirred up a
hornet's nest. It is a pleasure to return your investment, with
interest. Hang on if you have the nerve.
JACK DODD says you're guilty of handing our faculy information. That is the printable part.

BILL MOHUNDRO: TED ATKINS states you haven't entered
a Twin Lakes hunt since you sold Blackie, and allows as how you
don't have another winning hound. Knowing "Jim", "Moose",
and "Ring", I'm not buying that-however, I would appreciate
your proving me correct for once. Tell you how and when, a little
later.

CHARLIE OUTLAND, JAMIE TFtEVATHAN and JACK
DODD have an eye on a 'coonhound in Arkansas which will put
you fellows out of the race. I won't defend you 'cooners but I
can't believe there is a hound anywhere who can fill that order!
A limited knowledge on most subjects-I do know my 'coon
hounds,and some of these are among the best.
Fire your best shots at the hunters, but no bad-mouthing the
hounds!
That is enough for the moment and a sure guarantee of
volumes of rebuttal, which most likely will get "clipped".
TWIN LAKES 'Coon Hunter's Club
A buddy hunt is scheduled for Saturday night, March 20th, at
the club.
A Browning Lever action 22 rifle will be given to the person
holding the ticket which will be drawn on this same night.
Tickets will be on sale until the drawing. Three tickets for one
dollar! ,
A buddy hunt is itiy favorite treat and.Lam looking forward to
this event. Long time no see ol' friends and hounds and past time
to meet some new ones. I shall be there for pictures, stories and
a share of the fun.
CALLOWAY 'COONERS! Please attend this event. You can
bet I'll be counting noses and if you're with us, make me know
it! A little show of support would help the moral. After all the
years of landing the merits of Calloway hounds and hunters. I'll
sure feel small if you aren't there. Occasionally one must prove
a point-and this neck is way out!
DOC ARNETT,BILL E'TRERTON, BILL MOHUNDRO,RED
THOMPSON,JOHN C. STEELE and DON HATCHER please be
in our corner If you hunters attend, the others will surely do like
wise. That's placing it squarely on your shoulders.

*. '
if*posv•**

Bird Hunters
JACK DODD reports a good season. Tennessee was his
hunting ground. He says "he took a lot and left a lot". Ably
assisted by two registered setters. "Katie" and "Smokey". A
young setter pup,"Mike",is the most stylish dog ever to enter a
held. That's a direct quote from the master.
JAMIE TREVATHAN,owns a pointer,"Ranger- reported to
be a going thing. A setter named "Buck" also knows his way
around a covey.
CHARLIE OUTLAND, JACK and JAMIE are hunting partners. They are currently engaged in building kennels to house
birddogs and treeing hounds, which they will be breeding and
selling.
CHARLIE has never been a "cooner, though his father is
among the best. JACK was a 'coon hunter before quail. He expressed our views precisely when he declared coon hunters to
be a breed of good sportsmen, a sense of humor and nice guys.
All of this from a Quail man'

RABBITS. No reports today.
RED WOODS, you're getting slower than the boss (E.
STEELE) Where are those pictures and reports?

WILL EDD STOKES,at long last, reports a very good season.
HASSELL KUYKENDALL,is his hunting panther. They share

URR
0-Start 6:45
E & SUN. ,

HARD
RTON
EV1EVE
JOLD

FISHING? Same answers from everyone. The lake level is too
high, water too muddy and too cold.
Obviously some one is catching fish, the year around:
however, catching the fishermen presents the problem.
Is there a fisherman or lady in the crowd? A call to 436-5845
would be appreciated.
AUDREY SIDS and MOLLY JONES, give us a call please
This will be the last opportunity to remind you of the March 20,
T. I.. Buddy hunt. Every 'cooner and family is invited
Our special request is to our "laggers" from Calloway
County!
Then report
That's it for today. If you esire more reports
them to us—Please.
Until next week, keep your aim true and your watchword,
"Safety".

* Phone 753-5*62 *

VERELE TAYLOR
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-Yachting's largest inland
-The Penguin Class Dingsailing series will be changed hy Association now numbers
in name this year from the 9,250 craft throughout the
Desert Regatta to the London world, according to a recent
Bridge Regatta in honor of Association
announcement,
the historic English structure ranking it among the leading
being reassembled at Lake Ha- one-design classes now recogvasu City, Ariz. and set for nized. Other top classes, acdedication this fall. Robert cording to the American SailP. McCulloch Jr., regatta di- ing Council, include: Sunfish,
rector, said dates of the three- 70,000; Sailfish 50,000; Optirace series, now in its eighth mist Pram, 25,000; Snipe,
year. will be April 24-25 and 18,000; 420 and GP 14, both
the classes will be Pacific Cata- 15,000; Enterprise, 12,000,
maran, Ilobie Cat 14 and and Lightning, 11.00Q.
liobie Cat 16.
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CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESORT

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652

LIBERTY
Super Market

* Monark
JOHNSON
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We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
so• Sporting ,roods
Murray, Ky

New Concord, Ky

Phone 436-5496

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO., INC.

'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OCR
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- GUNS and AMMUNITION

Chestnut Street
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO

so° 7.enith TVs

,.* Fabuglas
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The Kentucky Lake Bass Club
held its monthly meeting recently
at the Aurora Masonic Lodge.
The highlight of the meeting was
a report from four members who
had recently returned from a
fishing trip to Lake Seminole in
Georgia.
Plans were completed for a
club fish-off March 27 with the
Southern Illinois Bass Buster,
•
recently
whom the KI.BC
defeated at Kentucky Lake. The
•
fish-pff will be held at Crab Or•"
chard Lake at Carbondale,
Illinois Twenty members of the
Heavy rain did not prevent the Robert Vaughts of Mayfield from observing two eagles soar during
club will participate.
an eagle tour held last Saturday in Land Between the Lakes. Over 50 visitors and Land Between the
will
meeting
regular
The next
Lakes staff members participated in the tour during which six eagles were sighted. These majestic
be April 12 at the Aurora Masonic birds migrate to the area in the fall and can usually be observed until late March when they fly north.
Lodge.

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

ro MINOR REPAIRS

GULF SERVICE
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Bass Club
Monthly
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Ky.-With cellent for a given person, but not
FRANKFORT,
travel and boat shows making the suitable for another.
•
rounds and playing to packed So, what do we do?
houses, with sporting goods
A prospective buyer should
dealers presenting pre-season
first determine which equipment
other
and
reels
rods,
of
displays
best suits his particular type of
paraphernalia, and with the
fishing. This can be done by
annual flood of ,fishing equipment
trying out various models made
brochures that make their way by
different companies. If the
**4
into mail boxes, the fisherman or
buyer is not sure of his needs, he
outdoorsman cannot be judged
should ask the operator of the
too harshly if his fishing anstore or the salesman who deals
ticipation mounts tiri the runningin the merchandise and in most
over stage.
instances he will receive good
There will be literally
advice. The seller usually is a
thousands of fishermen who this
man of integrity and he will be
year will be in the market for new
glad to guide a buyer and see that
gear. The old rod and reel may be
he receives the correct equiprelegated to a corner by a ceteran
ment.
angler, the new fisherman
eagerly awaits the purchase of If the dealer is unable to help,
his first tackle, and some who then a person who had had great
own adequate fishing gear will experience in fishing will be able
want to get into the swim of to give detailed information and
things by purchasing something guide the new buyer or the buyer
new in the fishing world. This all who is uninformed about his
makes for a good market, but needs.
DOG WALKS 272 MILES HOME—Michelle LaBeff pets
often is not good for the fisherSalty, black and white mongrel, after the dog walked
men.
272 miles back to its home in Detroit from Cheboygan,
Proper equipment can make a
Many fishermen buy equip- fishing season much more enMich. The girl's mother, Mrs. Margie LaBeff, gave Salty
away because she didn't think it was fair to keep the dog
ment that is not suited to their joyable. For a youngster it could
in an apartment with a number of cats.
needs. They do this through determine whether he should
ignorance, pressure or bad ad- make fishing his favorite
vice from fishing friends. Just avocation or whether he will be
about every fisherman who has
cast a plug believes he is an
authority on the equipment ofBarkley
Lake
Lake Access Areas
fered and may often bluster his
Niche Branch
way into the purchase of rods or
Twenty free boat launching Demumbers Bay
areas along the Kentucky Lake- Kuttawa near Davenport Bay ( reels that are not suited to his
Lake Barkley shoreline in Land Eddyville Ferry (near Clay needs. He may use them, completely unaware that better
Between the Lakes provide easy Creek
suited equipment could make
access to some of the top bass and Cravens Bay
him a- better fisherman.
croppie fishing bays on these two Taylor Bay - - -The very' best rod of a giten
giant impoundments. Most of the Shelley Hill (boat launch only
lake access areas have picnic Shaw Branch ( boat launch only) make is not always suitable for
every individual. Some variation
tables and grills, concrete boat Bacan Creek
may be available that is more
launching ramps, and chemical Neville Bay
effective, or an angler may be
toilets. Six of the areas have Bards Dam I on Bards Lake)
drinking water. For those not Gatlin Point ( near Bear Creek forced to change to another brand
before he gets what is best for
interested in water sports the
Kentucky Lake
him.
access areas are ideal picnic
Lakes ( Nickell Cove)
spots, and many have shaded Twin
This is not a fluff at any or all
tables and grills overlooking the Pisgah Point
tackle companies. If every
lakeshore. The access areas „Yale ( Pisgah)
Ferry (picnicking person required and demanded
listed below are plotted on a map Birmingham
the very same equipment,
in the Land Between the Lakes only
eventually there would be but one
brochure which can be obtained Sugar Bay
Hollow ( between Turkey company and one brand. It is said
at the Golden Pond information Redd
Bays)
Rushing
and
that there are persons for cars
Information
office or by writing
Fork - boat and there are cars for persons.
Office, Land,Between the Lakes, Blue Spring I Dry
The same is true of fishing
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231. launch only)
Boswell Landing Panther Hay) equipment. Some would be exownership of the two pointers, "Queen" and "Rip". These
hunters choose sites in Tennessee, mostly.
At the moment WILL EDD is recovering from surgery a
ruptured disc) and is probably the only' reason he could not be
contacted. Good luck and a speedy 'get well'.
EARL STEELE and I. D. FLORA! You're draggin' your feet
boys, Check in!

CLAUD FARMER,a bird man-turned Beagles and rabbitsand back to quail. He assures us that we don't know what a good
bird dog is until we see his two big uns. The setter is "Blaze
Commander Bud". He split before we learned the name of the
pointer. These three hunters report a good season.
JACK succeeded in arousing our curiosity concerning these
hounds. He first admits they are real top notch workers, but for
CLAUDE'S benefit he declares they are Huskies meant for
pulling sleds in Alaska, not bird -hunting in Kentucky and
Tennessee. Where the truth ends and the "leg pulling begins", is
often impossible to define.
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Short Shots From LBI.
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WILL EDD STOKES and HASSEL KUYKENDALL declare
they killed 14 birds with 18 shots, ask Martin Oil hunters, how
does that grab you?
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Call Any Time

753-1933
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Tour Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W Railroad Avenue
Hazel Highway
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Girl Scouts Of America Are Working To
Combat Drug Abuse in:Their Programs

SATURDAY—MARCH 13. 1971

Arnel a unique fabric

Witar« T444 Whaao.

Celanese Arnel is the
only cellalosic triacetate fiwas
help
forthtventually,
By JOAN HANAUER
Mar/4
ber produced in this councoming as the girls convinced
YORK . UPI
NEW
Although a member of
try.
their need.
family, it has
Scouts and drug abuse sound adults of
acetate
the
really has happened in
physical
improved
mutually exclusive but they are What
many
acetate.
over
properties
not—the Scouts are alert to the the Scouts is that it is the girls
keep it contemThese include ease-of-care
drug problem and even the themselm who
with
adult
as well as increased colorpossibility of it reaching out to porary, albeit
guidance.
fastness and color clarity.
their girls.
young,
were
I
and
you
When
for
chosen
have
they
The role
Women's
Christian
The
Saturday. March 13
proper recognition. Realize it or
Maggie, Girl Scouts earned
The New Providence Riding Fellowship of the First Christian themselves in combatting drug badges in first aid or camping
not, right now we are an age of
through
prevention
is
abuse
church
the
at
meet
will
Church
Club will have a dinner meeting
in
consumerism. This means that
education, starting at the skills, very nice but hardly
and business session at Captain's library at ten a.m.
'70s.
the
with
the concept of Buyer's Rights has
tune
youngest age levels.
Kitchen at 5:45 p.m.
been accepted, the right to acenough, the Nowadays, according to a
Interestingly
Wednesday, March 17
information to make a
for the Girls Scouts
curate
spokesman
anti-drug
the
for
impetus
The local art, sewing, music,
The Murray Women's Bowling
earn
intelligent choice among
may
girls
and
free
U.S.A.,
the
of
councils
by
programs conducted
Association will meet at Corvette and essay writing contests of the
wish, if CREDIT is a tool. Its ourselves. 17) To have a part in products and services. Perareas throughout the country badges in anything they
in
be
will
Club
Woman's
Murray
usefulness for us depends upon decisions affecting us. After formance has become an equal
Lanes at 3:30 p.m. to award the
comes from the eirls them- they can provide a good case
prizes in the annual tournament. held at the club house at seven
how skill we as individual reading this particular list can partner with fashion in the
need.
its
for
adults.
front
not
selves,
p.m.
plan our use of it. This you see ways in which you could marketing of the family clothing.
families
to
encouraged
are
girls
The
Take the words of the writer
initiate their own projects, for tool can be very dangerous if help others, as well as yourself, The tags hanging on a garment
The Boots and Slippers Square
a
when
report
background
a
of
The Wadesboro Homemakers
must
receive used impulsively. Remember successfully meet these basic have the reputation of the
they
Dance Club will have a dance at
in which
Club will meet at the home of senior Girl Scout troop
— that extension of credit means emotional needs?—Sue Heltsley, manufacturers hanging on the
granted
usually
—
approval
the American Legion Hall at
Knoxville, Tenn., wanted a $500
Mrs. Clete Young at one p.m.
later
payment.—Barletta Bardwell, Ky. 42023 Phone: 628- tag. The wise consumer reads
eight p.m. with Bill Dunn as the
grant to help furnish the living from national headquarters.
The Girl Scout Council in Wrather, 209 Maple Street, 5447
and uses the information found on
caller. All square dancers and The Newcomers Homemakers room of an Awareness House in
instance is Murray, Ky. 42071 Telephone:
spectators are invited.
the tag. The performance claims
Club's evening group will meet Oak Ridge, Tenn., a grant Washington, for
753-1452
for a garment are valid only if
with Mrs. Virginia Beach, which they eventually received. working with Blackman's DeveThe boot that is so good for recommended care instructions
an inner-city
Center,
lopment
the
how
explaining
was
She
Sunday. March 14
Gatesborough Circle, at 7:30 p.m.
spring is bright, tight, and laced are followed.—Catherine C.
troop became involved with black organization devoted to
The Murray Art Guild will be
Awareness House, a youth fighting drugs, and its offshoot, BASIC NEEDS OF ALL up the front. New boots in crinkle Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
Thursday, March 18
open from one to five p.m. The Home Department of the center with a commitment to /3.0.1..D. ( Blot Out Lethal PEOPLE—Whether we realize it patent and crushed leather are Telephone: 236-2351.
or not, all of us as human beings made to wear all day as an
Selected art works of Murray Murray Woman's Club will have preventing and eliminating drug Drugs).
+ + ++
have certain basic needs that we alternative to shoes. The heels
High Art Department are on a potluck luncheon at the club abuse.
seek to fulfill in order to feel are almost 2 inches high and tops Don't plant all of your
display.
In relating the history, she
house at one p.m. Hostesses will
content. There have been many of boots just cover the curve of vegetables at the same time.
November,
in
"Finally
wrote:
be Mesdames John Livesay, R.
made by a number of the calf, letting a few inches of Markesome plantings at twoefforts
into
apples
chopped
Fold
Organist Virgil Fox will be M. Miller, Commodore Jones, 1969, we held our first 'Speakchunk-style peanut butter. people to categorize and for- leg peak through. With these week intervals to allow conpresented in the third of the William purdom,G. B. Scott, and With'—an encounter session of
mulate a list of these basic needs. boots wear opaque or sheer tights tinuous harvest throughout the
sorts with a panel of adults Spread generously on butMurray Civic Music Association Miss Maud Nance.
with
Top
slices
bread
tered
Here is one such list: (1) To feel in colors, perhaps textured.— growing season. For example,
and
clergy
school,
from the
concert series at the University
crisp lettuce leaves.
loved and accepted.(2)To belong Dean
Roper, Courthouse, beans, corn and lettuce have
School auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 parents with an equal number
—
Ito family, school group, com- Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone: 247- short growing periods. By
Order of the Eastern Star will of Sr. Scouts. Our 'thing' for
munity, etc.)
(3) To feel 2334
making several plantings of these
The Murray-Calloway County meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 the evening was to convince our
4
relatively free from fear and
you can serve them fresh from
Shrine Club will have its monthly p.m.
parents to take us seriously ...
Milk told oatmeal or eer- guilt. (4) To be able to achieve.
your garden all summer.—
fellowship breakfast at the
please recognize (the drug
15) To have some feeling of
PA: cookies make a nutriThe 70's promise to be a period Maxine
Federal
Griffin,
Holiday Inn at nine a.m. Note
troubador, problem) and give us some
Karl Wolfram,
tious afternoon snack for economie security. 6) To have in which all of us will see the Building, Clinton, Kentucky 42031
correction.
help?"
lutanist, will sing poems of eight
young and old alike.
faith in a power greater than consumer finally receiving Phone: 653-2231
centuries at the University
Monday, March 15
•
•
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m. at
„ .t
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Crunchy filling

Good snack

The Penny Homemakers Club Senior Recital of Rodney
will meet at the Holiday Inn at Reynerson, Mayfield, piano, will
ten a.m. with Mrs. Paul But- be at the Recital Hall of Fine Arts
terworthy as hostess
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
charge.
Senior Art show of Donald Gill,
Sturgis, will open at the
Friday, March 19
Exhibition Hall. Fine Arts Miss Betty Tate, executive
Building, MSU. There is no director of the KARC will speak
charge and the exhibit will at a joint meeting of the Benton,
continue through March 28.
and
Calloway
Mayfield,
Associations for Retarded
BF Show of Daivd Metzger, Children at the School for ExMurray, will open in the Kappa ceptional Children at Benton at
Pi room of Fine Arts Building, 7:30 p.m.
MSU, and will continue through
March M. No charge.
The Calloway Homemakers
Club will have its annual day at
Tuesday, March 16
the Woman's Club House from
ten a.m. to 2:30 p.m. A craft show
"Spring
show,
style
annual
The
Interlude XVII" will be and skit will be features for the
presented by the Music Depart- day. Willard Ails will speak on
ment of the Murray Woman's "Drug Abuse".
Saturday, March 20
Club at the University School
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
auditorium at eight p.m.
will have a luncheon at noon at
the home of Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley.
Phi Delta Kappa fraternity for
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth will be
men in education will meet at the
assisting hostess.
at
MSU,
Building,
Union
Student
6-30 p.m.
Senior recital of SuEllen
Wilson, Clay, piano, will be at the
Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
charge.
A pictorial presentation of
cubist movement, Guillaume
Apollinaire And His Time, in the
arts of the early 20th century in
which this French poet wrote will
open at the University Library
and continue until March 31.
Calloway
County
The
Retarded
for
Association
Children will meet at Robertson
Elementary School at 7:30 p.m

lida

The Good Shepherd United
,Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at one p.m
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Homer Bazzell.
The Russell's Chapel United
'Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Mellie
-Hopson at 130 p.m.
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, 308 North
8th Street, at two p.m. with Miss
Meadow Huie as cohostess.

Heat treatment at the
finished fabric stage gives
these superior properties to
Arne!:
and

• Comparable feel
beauty of acet:ate.
• Superior

wrinkle

re-

sistance to acetate aue to
absorbency
low moisture
to
resistance
high
yet
shruaung and stretching,
Arnel jerseys are ideal for
packing and traveling.
• Excellent pleat retention
• Arnel is easy
for. Machine wash
(trim permitting i.
water and dryer
tures.

to care
and dry
Use low
tempera-

• Jerseys can be tumble
dried.
neartb come to the fore in
smart new accessories, designed by Frank Aubrey for
Feder Fashions. The romantic motif points up lush new
suede handbags and belts t..
enhance the basic spring
fashions for 1971. The as
ressories with heart decora
lions are suggested for N1.,
ther's Dgy, birthdays and th..
Easter *ade.
*5*
In ease anyone asks, the
tulip is a new hairstyle featuring a layered cut. At the
crown, the hair is three to
four inches. It is about an
inch around the temples and
tapers to about five or six
inches in the back of the head.

••• • •

L.• ••

Cauliflower tang
If you want to add a
good tang to your cauliflower, try adding some
spices and herbs. Caraway
seed, celery salt, dill, mace,
and tarragon, if used sparingly. will enhance the natural flavor of cauliflower.

Save leftovers
Cool hits and pieces

of
leftover meat, broth and
gr a v ies quickly; store,
well-covered, in the refrigerator [se them within
one to three days after
cooking, according to
USDA specialists.

Circle I ,of the First United
hc
spretas solar
most
Methodist Church WSCS will boon
In kg watcher. will tor
meet at the social hall of the the saucy crop of short. short
.church at two pm
city pants," says Reitv (;urry.
Iturlingts PIO fashOM 411r1•1117f.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
, • tof the new genre Irf
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet 4•11 i.iiiI are so -alotorry laird,
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. the% make flee inieni-mini
seem 41111.11.4.16‘....• Tfl
The Executive Board of the the challenge sof thew. more
Kirksey School PTA will meet at revealing-than-eye, .tY
••lirrr
the home of Mrs. Edward Willie liligi, it ha. J
14•11th 1144.4. ..1‘1111'.
one p
•
• 4
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SENSATIONAL SPECIAL—PURCHASE MOM—
AMERICA'S LEADING MILL!

It

v
mel

rect
he's

3000 YARDS - MILL -LENGTHS AND SAMPLE PIECES OF 98 TO '1.49

ski(

SPRING & SUMMER
COTTONS

LA I

2 to 10 yard Mill-lengths and Sample Pieces of Brand New Spring and Summer Cottons. All from one of Americas
Leading Mills. All the newest patterns and colors. 45" wide, First Quality, needs little or no ironing. Many one-of-a-kind
sample pieces. Selection is limited, hurry, for best selection on this sensational Spring and Summer Fabric Buy!

P hc

Use celery
Essential item in most
people's refrigerators is a
bunch of crisp, delicious
celery This tall member of
the vegetable family is in
good supply at your market
now. It is not only indispensable in making delicious salads and sandwich
fillings but it adds so much
fresh flavor when included
in soups, stews, sauces.
Chop the leaves up, too, to
add to soups. It adds a
fragrant, fresh herb quality
to the soup pot.

?Mat P.'

* Brand New Spring 8 Summer Cottons
* 45" wide, First Quality, 2 to 10 yard Lengths
* Machine washable, little or no ironing
• From One Of America's Leading Mills
* All new Spring Patterns and Colors
* Save up to 1 1.13

PER INCH

a yard

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION!
If you can sew a stitch, don't miss this pre-season
COTTON Sale! Never before such Savings!
Never before such Quality! Never before such fine
selection!
. .•
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Criminal data bank

ric
at the
stage gives
properties to
e feel
e.
wrinkle

IL Pit
W 1SHINGTON
IN Nixon Administration _
will vigorously oppose any
legislation that would impair or open the door to
"unnecessary and injudicial
supervision" of the government's
information gathering activities, assistant
H.
Gen. William
Ally
Rhenquist told the Senate

cwt.-A

and
re-

Should wife take care
of hubby's clothes?

te due to
absorbency
to
istance
stretching,
are ideal for
veling.

Right
Cnristitulional
• committee yesterday

By Abigail Van Buren

pleat retene

easy
ash
I.
yer

Administration opposes
curbs on data compilation

to We
and dry
Use low
tempera-

be tumble

to the fore in
ecesscwies, dek Aubrey for
The romanup lush new
and belts to
basic spring
71. The auheart decora-

FORMER "CINDERELLA" STABBED TO DEATH—Empty
liquor bottles and other debris jam the New York City
apartment of Sarah Naomi Waltman Belle (inset), 36,
an ex-show-girl known as the Cinderella of the Ozarks,
who was found stabbed to death witla her face bashed in.

ested for \10hdays and the

Meter-feeder fed up

one asks, the
hairstyle lea.
cut. At the
Ir ie three to
It is about an
• temples and
t five or six
ck of the head.

Irate motorist
'roots out' problem
PHILADELPHIA UPD: Henry L. Smith, 45. todk
a nap yesterday and woke up to find a meter maid
putting a parking ticket on his car outside his home.
Smith took a spade. wept outside, grabbed the
parking meter with both hands and rocked it until
the concrete inundation started to crack_ _ _
The meter maid ran away and returned with
police, who found Smith at work on a second
•
parking meter.. • "T just get fed up," he said.-"Diry -it and day nut,
It was feed that meter, feed that meter, feed that
meter."
Smith. an art museum guard, said he has rereceived "quite a few" tickets during the six years
he's lived with the parking meters-.
It's a crying shame when you can't park along•-side your own home," he told police.

MENS

LADIES

SERS I
TROU
— AND —
SLACKS
EACH

49;

THROUGH MARCH 31st

Free Pickup and Delivery

College Cleaners
Phone 75" 857

1411 Olive Boulevard

TRENHOLMS
SPECIALS
* 2 REGULAR *

HAMBURGERS
only

29;

* 2 LARGE *

HAMBURGERS
Only

39;

SPECIALS GOOD THURSDAY,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
From 4:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

TREHOLM'S
RESTAURANT

PHONE 753-2997

CHESTNUT ST

es

I

He

to girls I dearly
DEAR ABBY: I have two sons, married
cated.
love, and I hope the feeling is recipro
and the care of
One son is meticulous in his appearance
in his work,
onist
perfecti
his clothes. The other son, while a
His clothes
nce.
appeara
l
persona
his
about
nt
is very neglige
etc.
,
buttons
g,
are often in need of pressing, cleanin
systematically go thru
Don't you think that a wife should
his clothes in good
keep
and
her husband's wardrobe
I devoted each
condition? When my husband was alive,
most grateful
him
found
and
purpose
this
Monday morning to
R IN LAW
MOTHE
NG
for my interest NON-INTERFERI
"How can I
DEAR NON: What you are trying to ask is.
my son's
of
care
get my daughter-in-law to take better
nship?"
relatio
our
ng
damagi
wardrobe without
old enough
You may not be able to. But since your son is
assistance in
wife's
his
ask
to
enough
old
he's
,
married
to be
about his
keeping his clothes presentable, if indeed he cares
matter how
appearance. If neither be nor his wife care, no
keep your lip
many buttons you notice "missing," continue to
buttoned.

said

Sub'

"consideration"

would be given to legislabon "drawn to meet demonstrable evils in a reasonable way, without impairing the efficiency" of the
government's computerized
cnminal data bank.
The subcommittee is
vestigating allegations
information gathered
stored on individuals
lates constitutional rights

inthat
and
vio-

Rhenquist told the committee the "occasional" imperfections in the mforma-

non gathering system
"should not be permitted to
fundamental
the
obscure
necessity and importance
of f eder al information
gathering
He acknowledged that an
FBI agent was the source
of some information for a
Look magazine article that
said San Francisco Mayor
Joseph .1lioto was linked to
id
organized crime. He
the agent had been disci-

plined and retired, but that
the Look article was not
written from official FBI
hies.
Allot°, who has filed a
$12.5-m 'Ilion libel suit
against Look, charged in
testimony before the committee March 3 that several
federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies had
for
information
provided
the article.
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No secret talks

Murray
Nursery

Pacifist corrects statement
about U. S.-Hanoi sessions
PARIS (UPI). A spokes- say. ''It's a regrettable erman for a group of Ameri- ror and we're very embarcan pacifists said today it rassed that we made this
was "human error" that mistake."
Dale said his tape recaused some of them to
report the United States cording of the pacifists'
and North Vietnam had three-hour meeting with
broken the Pans peace Hanoi negotiator Xuan
talks deadlock and were Thus showed that he spoke
holding secret negotiations. of "public and private
Stan Dale. a Quaker meetings" with the Amerinot
spokesman and newsman can negotiator but did
mention which one
For radio station WDAI in
"We just assumed it was
the Chicago area, and Paul
Jamieson. a Massachusetts Bruce." Dale said. "But
he
attorney, announced at a when you hear what
news conference yesterday said again, in context with
that the chief Hanoi nego- his earlier statements, you
about
tiator told them during a see he was talking
the
meeting with the 170 Henry Cabot Lodge,"
Atherican pacifists he had former chief U. S. negotia
resumed private negotia- tor.
Lodge and Xuan Thuy
tions with David K. E.
in
Bruce, chief U. S. negotia- conferred in private
1969 but the talks were
tor.
ago
Another spokesman for s broken off 18 months
ng and have
.—TfiF-group telefibabe-d- news' alter II -Meeti
- media nine hours later to not been resumed since.

learn
DEAR ABBY: In regard to abortion: Women must
e
everyon
fact,
In
often.
more
s
husband
their
to say NO to
,
must say no to evil. We are now living in a warring, whoring
boring world because we have forgotten God's word. Jesus
told us that if a family cannot afford more children they
should quit having sex
I have never married or had sex even the I have been
asked If a person can say no to evil once, it is a lot easier
the next time.
Jesus also said, "Love the sinner, but hate the sin."
People today have it turned around. They love sin and h
the sinner. If I sound holier than thou it is because Christ has
'- A SAVED WOMAN"
mnde me holy.

of Appeals Judge Earl Osborne
on behalf of his 13-year-old
daughter Phyllis.
According to the lawsuit, MisOsborne was injured in an accident at the Lane home durBENTON, Ky., March 11—A ing a birthday a n d slumber
Marshall Circuit Leurt jury re- party.. Her ankle was injured,
totfuliTtir according to the report.
turned a VerclieTWneglect today in the trial of
The Osbornes had claimed the
an accident case.
Lanes were negligent in allowing
Sam and Dorothy Lane had the accident to happen. A total
been named as defendants in the of $125,000 in damages had been
civil lawsuit brought by Court sought.

Court Rules

DEAR "SAVED": You insist upon equating sex with sin.
and feel that the absence of sex has made you somewhat
"holy." Theologians land indeed (heist l{imsetfj would
disagree with You.

In Favor Of
Defendants

DEAR ABBY: They say "time heals all wounds," but
this wound of mine has not healecLand it has been 10 years; -.
A neighbor boy 11'11 call Jim I is the living image of my
husband, John. I have a son Jim's age, and they are
constantly taken for "twins." John and I have discussed it,
and he weakly denies that it is anything more than a
coincidence. I know better. A year before Jim's birth there
was ugly talk about this neighbor lady and my husband.
The older Jim gets, the more he resembles my husband.
There is talk, even now, and I can understand why. I try not
to blame anyone, least of all the innocent boy, but it is so
difficult for me to have to look at him and members of his
family nearly every day.
How can I put this out of ray mind? Moving is out of the
question. The other family must hear the gossip, too. Don't
you think they should move? We were here first.
John is a wonderful husband and father to our children I
TRAPPED
can't go on this way. Is there a solution'
DEAR TRAPPF.D: My only suggestion would be for you
and your family to move. You say. "It's out of the question."
As I see it. ills out of the question for you to remain where
to
you are. It would be well worth any sacrifice you'd have
make in order to relocate.
get it off
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you
. at
Angeles
Ins
moo.
Pox
ABBY.
to
Write
chest.
sour
ed
address
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stampe
enclose
reply
l
90065. For a persona
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6 to 8 ft
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$800
Ready
to
I Plant!

Roses As Low As $ 1 29
Burford Hotly j

4 to 5 ft Reduced from '8.00 - NOW

I Now Is The Time In i
Plan For Spring!
Call Us...753-5787....For Your !
Free Landscape Sketch
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Uncommon
carriers.
two
Uncommon cargos? Datsun gives you
r
Hustle
Li'l
tough
The
great ways to haul.
Wagon.
Pickup and the luxurious 5-Door overhead cam
ow,er
horsep
96
you
Both give
haul. reliable in the
engises. Potent in the short
of bed or floor space.
feet
six
some
have
long. Both
loading tail-gate.
flat
a
has
r
The I.i'l Hustle
Slip into the
ards.
surfbo
or
spinet
a
on
Slide
neat 4-speed
all-vinyl upholstered cab, flick the

stick and away you go.
in
In the easy-load Wagon, you relax

tinted
full-reclining front buckets. Cool it under
g the
shiftin
if
And
ment
equip
rd
glass (all standa
ea
full-synchro 4-speed isn't your style, liberat tic.
automa
hand and foot with the optional 3-speed
you
when
more
save
you
ns,
Seals to pengui
&Masan
Drive
.
Datsun
a
in
plans
your
out
carry
...then decide.

Los
Hate to write letters! Seed Si to Abby. Box aa7W.
to Write
Angeles. Cal. mon. for Abby's Isooklet. "Hon
tens for All Occasions."

Wegon $2400 *
•

War reports
defended

I

Widening truth credibility
gap worries White House
tU Pit:
WASHINGTON
The White House stoutly
defended President Nixon's
truthfulness in telling the
American people about the
war in Southeast Asia,yesterday in the face oi eq-dence he is encountering a
widening credibility gap.
Press secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler said Nixon has
no intention of "misleading
the American people regarding our Operations in
Indo-China."
"We have not and will
nee pursue a communications policy where we in
any way attempt to mislead
the American people about
what we are doing," Ziegler added.
Ziegler was responding
to rep or t'e r s' questions
about a Gallup Poll which
compared Nixon's credibility on the war unfavorably
with that dl President Lyndon B. Johnson at similar
points in their administrations
THE POLL showed that
69 per cent of those surveyed—or almost seven out
of every 10 Americans—be-

lieve Nixon is not telling
them all they should know
about the fighting in IndoChina
A similar poll conducted
In February of 1967 showed
-BB per cent of those asked-expressed doubt about
Johnson's candor.
Of equal concern to the
'white House was an 18point drop from last August in public confidence
on Nixon's handling of the
war. The survey shoixed
that 46 per cent aof those
polled disapproved of his
policies. 41 per cent approved and 13 per cent had
no opinion.
aides
House
W Ii It e
learned of the poll's results
last week before their publication and one of the motives behind President Nixon's twos conference
Thursday night on foreign
Policy '.s as to try to reierse
the trend they were show- big.
"What he has told the
American people. he has
done." Ziegler told reporters yesterday, lie added
that Nixon.has been totally;
consistent in tell inc the
public what its" policies are.

Pickup $1962

* plus local freight, state sales tax and license plate
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'I'm Fine, Boss, But My Hair's Sick'
mast, peering into the medicine
cabinet mirror in the bathroom.
At once, my eyes became full
moon size in disbelief, amazement, shock and what I clearly
identified as three kinds of
sinking feelings.
Face on, I looked like a red
head, a rusty head or a
streaked yellow head—depending on the lighting. From the
back I look like what I usually
am, mostly Wrack. From the
side, and this is the really bad
part, I look half orange and
half black.
"Oh, lord, what'll I do now,"
I asked myself aloud. My
husband, the lord of our manor
yelled through the door—"are

By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI)—When
people ask what happened to
my hair I blame the way it
looks on air pollution. Or I tell
them I'm participating in a
research project.
I thought of not letting people
see the state of my hair until it
gets back to normal, if ever it
does. But I couldn't see my
boss buying either of the
following excuses for an extended absence while I hid out at
home:
—"My hair had an accident."
—"I won't be in for a while.
I'm well, but my hair's sick."
I discovered my ill hair one
morning through eyes at half

Role for
Congress
sought

New Shrine Officers Are Installed

a

Princeton Shrine Club officers for 1971 were installed Monday
neght at a dinner meeting at the Village Inn. The installing
*leer was Illustrious Potentate Thomas E. Gardner (extreme
left), of Rizpah Shrine Temple, Madisooville. Officers installed
(from left) were Paul Appel, president; Garnett Traylor,
secretary; Herb Schreiner, vice-president, and Pete Russell,
treasurer. Chartered in May, 1970, the Princeton Shrine
Club has over 100 members residing in Caldwell, Trigg,
Lyon, Marshall and Crittenden counties. It is one of 13 Shrine

Clubs within the jurisdiction of Rizpah Temple, which has
a membership of 1,900 members in Western Kentucky. The
Shrine Temples of North America provide complete financial
support for 19 Shriner Crippled Children's Hospitals and three
Burn Institutes. Any Shrine Temple or Shrine Club may be
contacted for hospital admission information. Also, in severe
burn cases when emergency service is required, air ambulance
service is provided to the nearest Shriner Burn Hospital.

Education plan

Mass car recall asked
La. sues auto makers
- on pollution charge

Nixon's sharing proposal fixes
amount _of aid _to poor
The administration has
not yet said how much of
the $3 billion would go into'
each of five educational
areas The states would be
permitted to switch funds
from one area to another.
except in the case of the
poor. There the states
would have to spend the
entire amount.

WASHINGTON (UP D:
The Nixon Administration
6"s proposed that states be
rtred to spend a fixed
mount 'or education of
_ under the Presihe
revenue-sharing
dent 's
plan.
The Administration detailed how the $3 billion
proposed for education under the controversial plan
would be distributed to the
states.
UNDER A complex formula. a state's eligiblity for
educational grants under
revenue-sharing would be
based on national spending
per pupil, the number of
parents with school children living on federal property, the number of low
income families, the number of school children with
"handicapping conditions"
and vocational educational
enrollment
•

MURRAY
MUFFLER-SERVICE
753-8119

CommisEDUCATION
sioner Sidney P. Marland
Jr spelled out today how
the plan would affect federal aid for education—and
what strings would be at•
tacbed.
Marland said In his statement that the proposal
would consolidate all of
more than 100 laws dealing
with education into one act
called "The Education Assistance Act of 1972." It
would give the states broad
discretion to use revenue
sharing funds in five areas
—vocational education. federally Impacted area. the
disadvantaged, the handlcappeo and a variety of
educational support services.
BIGGER NY PURSES
NEW YORK (UPI )—Alfred G.
Vanderbilt, chairman of the New
York Racing Association's board
of trustees, Wednesday announced a protected purse increase of approximately $3
million as a result of legislation
recently passed in Albany.

CELEBRATE
at

of Murray
Hwy. 641 So

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday

11:30 o.m. to 1:30 p.m.
12.50 Including Oink, Dessert & Tax
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
1
/
Bring them to the
Please the entire family
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service homey atmosphere' Make it a

Sunday habit
alai 753-5986 for Reservations for You
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
MON. thus FRI. BUFFET • v• '1 65
(Including Drink and Tax )
4
1
/

mated 2 million of the nation's 6 million poor over
the age of 65 whose welfare payments are not currently as high as $90 a
month
It also would mer the
natieres 80,200 blind persons on welfare and
899.000 disabled persons on
welfare.
The proposal would not
affect Social Security recipients. There are 20.5 million persons aged 65 or older in the country, and 91
per cent of these are either
getting or are eligible for
Security
Social
monthly
benefits.

Viet draftees to stay I

LINO.IF A PERSON
LilsE5 ANJTHER.PER5ON
Elir THAT OTHER PEReJN
DLSE5N'T uiCE THE FONT
PERSON A5 MUCH A5
THAT FIRST PERssei iiKE5
THE OTHER PERSN a.NAT
emOia.P THE OTHER
PERSON
—3/ c

Impossible to withdraw
them, Pentagon claims
a
WASHINGTON. The word around the Pentagon
year ago was that Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird
Vietnam
lioped to pull all draftees out of South
when U. S. troop strength ,there dropped below
200.000.
re• But today the U. S. 'military total has been
and
duced to 326.000. including 246.000 Army men,
draftees still comprise 31 per cent of all Army
enlisted men inVietnam.
Moreover. Army officials say a draftee-free Army
force there is an impossibility short of cutting our
forces to below 50,000—considered by most to be
two years distant.
Draftees also comprise 31 per cent of the Army's
1.1 million enlisted men worldwide.
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23 Encounter
24 Addit moat
23 Repast
26 Nervous
24 Wall
anxiety
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzve

Crossword Puzzle
I Snare
5 lounge
about
9 Way
10 Perfect
12 Warplane
13 Irritate
15 Toward
shelter
16 Employs
IS Cul ot roost
19 French plural
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WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

ANY

The Administration proposal would cover an esti-

A

SCOTT DRUG

Monday, ruesday, Wednesda , March 15 March 16, March 17

The House Ways and
Means Committee, to which
the Administration request
will be taken, reportedly
already has settled on a
$116.a-month guarantee for
the aged poor.

NEW ORLEANS (UPD: The state of Louisiana
has filed suit against the "Big Four" car manufacturers, demanding they recall every car manufactured by them in the past 18 years that is owned by
any Louisiana citizen.
The suit charges the manufacturers conspired to
stop the development of antipollution devices.
Named as defendants were General Motors, Ford,Chrysler, American Motors and the Automobile Manufacturers Assn.
According to the suit, between 1953 and 1969
the defendants "engaged in a conspiracy in restraint
of interstate trade in air pollution control devices"
and they also conspired "to eliminate all competition
among themselves in the research, development,
manufacture and installation of motor vehicle control
equipment"
The suit claimed Louisiana has spent a great deal
of money to clean the air soiled by automobile exhausts and, as a restilt, its economy has suffered. The
state has asked the court to grant monetary damages
in an amount three times that the state lost because
of the alleged conspiracy. It also demanded all ears
manufactured since 1953 be recalled, apparently to
be equipped with antipollution devices.

I 205 Chestnut Street

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

IU P I)
WASHINGTON
The Nixon Acirnirustrabon
wants Congress to let the
federal government take
full charge of welfare programs for the blind, disabled and the aged.
Such programs historically have used federal
funds but have been administered by the states. The
payments vary from state
to state. The Administration wants to guarantee a
$90-a-month rrunimurn.

you sick or something?"
"Not sick—just something," I
arurwered.
I thought et potties liquid
black shoe polish re the red,
rusty yellow to tone It down, a
Little dab here, a big dab there.
I tried the strategy first with
black mascara. The effect,
totally unacceptable, was patchwork quilt.
The hairdresser responsible
for this unusual effect said
when I get out in the air for a
while' my sick hair will oxidize
and I'll be left with what he
intended—.a few light streaks to
detract from the gray coming
in at temples and several
hundred other places.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

$2975
1'70 MACH I.
Dark green metallic with
power steering, power brakes,
factory air, automatic transmission Local car. I,ow
mileage. U19.

118."
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with
ffect,
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ilut to
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1970 DODGE
$2995
CHARGER.
power
steering,
Power
brakes, automatic tran1965 GREEN Corvair with exsmission, factory air. Local
1969
Also
r.
interio
cellent white
ear 1,200 actual miles. C57.
Honda C B 160 motorcycle, in
excellent condition. Phone 7671969 DODGE
4427.
61995.
CHARGER.
M19C
bronze with white vinyl root,
power steering, automatic
KELVINATOR
ission. Local car. C266.
transm
conGood
REFRIGERATOR.
dition. Coppertone. Phone 753FOR SALE

DUE TO my recent heart attack
SEE AND SELL YOURSELF
and
working hours we are selling
High
1967 FORD FAIRLANE $1395
Large brick home in New
of our grown female
about
our door sedan, 289 V8
School area. Living room, dining
Pekingese breeders, all AKC
with
room
A
n.
family
missio
room,
..utomatic 'trans
registered and healthy. 8 or more
ulid local car. (7253.
fireplace, large modern kitchen
choose from. Phone 753-4469
to
of
with dishwasher, disposal, lots
M131
after 7:00 p.m.
carFour
.
pantry
91595
and
1967
NG
s
MUSTA
cabinet
baths,
VI
Two door hardtop. Lime gold
peted bedrooms,
CLEAN CARPETS the save and
with black vinyl roof and
central heat and air.
Before a used car can get our guaransafe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
VS
289
s.
stripe
ble
accent
Suddenly Availa
8816
tee, it has to pass the VW 16-point safety
c shampooer $1.00, Big
electri
$395.
A
1969 HONDA 17$
Here is the "like new" home automatic transmission.
M13C M16C
K.
and performance test. Then, if anything
U267.
miles.
IM4200
U23.
Into
car.
little
sharp
move
can
you
needs fixing, we fix it. So you know the car
MEDIATELY. Only 4 years old
super Bee hives.
TRUCKS FOR SALE
$2605.
WE ARE offering our Gilson FOUR 10 inch
1969 FORD XLT.
isn't all used up.
and PAMPERED. 3 large
super Bee hives. For
inch
6
Eight
prices.
at
sale
and
82195
s
tillers
Fire. White vinyl
tractor
d
F100
Indian
panele
FORD
1970
Color,
To
baths,
tee.
2
guaran
100%
our
oms,
giveit
we
bedro
5.
Then
753-649
call
rd Seaford's Lawn & Garden, information
steering,
Power
roof.
family room with fireplace, fully Pick-up, 302 V8 standa
repair or replace all major mechanical parts* for 30 days or
M16C
437ky,
green
heat
,
,
Kentuc
Hardin
Custom
ssion.
central
automatic transmission and
transmi
,
kitchen
ed
equipp
first.
1000 miles, whichever comes
March24NC
2 car and white. Local truck. T68. 4412.
factory air. Local sharp car.
and air, fully carpeted and
EIGHT ROOM Marlin house,
And you know we wouldn't give any old car a guarantee like
C237.
.00.
$29,900
carport.
rd box (built to exact
that.
1970 FORD RANCHERO CLEAN YOUR rugs with Bluebi
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SURPR
1,
A
I6C.1
.
K
,
WO."
FOR
axle
Y
broke
ns.)
assemblies
front
axle,
roar
READ
.imples, transmission,
$3195 TREWAX Rug Shampoo. Rent specificatio
$2195.
SQUIRE
753-1712. 1969 MUSTANG.
Phone
Then inspect this sparkling 3
g, power Shampooer and save money. priced.
white
with
steerin
red
power
V8,
ible,
351
Convert
veneer, with
M16NC
top. bedroom, brick air.
tic tran- Purdorns, Inc.
top. V8 automatic tranAlso 2 tile brakes, automa
1969 CHEVROLET Impala Custom 2-Door Hardtop. Green with black vinyl
central heat and
M13C
smission, factory air. Local
smission. Sold new at Parker
baths, kitchen and den com7-HORSE riding mower, 32 inch. Ford. U279.
. U278.
vehicle
e
mileag
low
'Bucket seats, power and air.
s,
bination, living room, carpet
GOOD USED doors and windows. cut, used 2 summers, phone 753ITC
storm doors and windows, and a
6200.
1969 CHEVROLET Impala 2-Door Hardtop. Red with black vinyl top. Power
$1895 Phone 753-9522.
F100
FORD
1969 FORD FAIRLANE $1850.
1968
fenced back yard. Priced to sell
M13C
rd
standa
with
Four door sedan, 302 V8 and
Pick-up, 360 V8
and air.
at 824,500.00.
15 WEANING pigs, will weigh 40 automatic transmission. A
transmission. White with
UP FOR ADOPTION
M1
SIVE carpets to 60 lbs. Call 435-4725.
EXPEN
CLEAN
C255.
radio.
and
1969 FORD Torinos (2). Both red with black interiors. 4-speeds. Local cars
cab
local car with vinyl interior.
the
custom
in
A large fireplace located
is
Lustre
Blue
best.
the
with
af
Power steering and factory
center
the
is
home
this
of
den
Rent GARDEN TRACTOR,plow, disc,
favorite.
and priced to sell.
$2495 America's
C&C
F600
FORD
1968
air. C215.
NesiTy
living.
fine family
9116C
330 heavy duty V8 shampooer $1. Western Auto, and cultivator-753-3987.
decorated with new carpets make 12 ton),
1969 PLYMOUTH Road Runner 2-Door Hardtop. Gold with white interior.
two speed axle, 5 "Home of The Wishing Well."
1969 VW
this a great buy in a home for, engine,
M13C BIG JACK TV antenna and rotor.
$1795.
, 174 inch
ission
EBACK.
transm
al
SQUAR
speed
Double powe'. 14,000 actual miles, like new.
coloni
This
.00.
only 825,500
M16C
Phone 753-8109.
to
factory
cab
with
car
inches
102
local
base,
sharp
A
wheel
baths,
2
in. offers 3 bedrooms,
good
1969 JAVELIN 2-Door Hardtop. Double power, low mileage. New car tradehighway truck I not a 40INCH GAS Tappan range,
air. U7.
central heat and air, many built axle. A
Phone
new.
ally
404 INTERNATIONAL tractor
practic
on,
conditi
I
T142.
truck).
log
or
t,
.
farm
carpor
ission
er
car
transm
,
His/H
2
power
e
op.
ces,
1968 PONTIAC GTO 2-Door Hardt Doubl
in applian
with 3 point hitch. H Farmall two 1969 FORD GALAXIE
1753-9673.
paved drive, and large corner Iota
Ml3P row front end cultivator. Phone 506.
$1995.
ER
RANG
FORD
1968
Extra clean.
M16P
Call 753-4342 today.
435-4535.
51995
hardtop with sports
door
Two
F100
H
MONT
A
$150.00
ADD
with LITTLE GIRLS clothes, sizea 2,
roof7Red with power steering,
Pick-up, 360 V8
1968 CHEVROLET Bel Air 4-Door. Local Car.
To your income and keep
I1115C COUCH, CHAIR, bathinette, two automatic transmission,
753-3110
Red
Call
7.
and
ssion.
6
4,
3,
transmi
tic
automa
your wife content
pairs curtains, snow tire, 8 track factory air. Local car. U17.
A clean local truck.
- 1967 DODGE Dart Automatic, 6-cylinder. Power and air. New car trade-in,
Well located duplex, only 1 year and white.
tapes. Phone 753stereo
TOR
TRAC
ORSE
EELH
.
WH
8819C
Old. Live in one side and rent the T156.
_
8 h.p. Phone 6661.
;excellent condition.
new,
like
8119$
,
mower
1968 FORD CORTINA
other. 3 bedrooms to each unit,.
M25C
9
$1395
top.
753-756
vinyl
F250
black
FORD
Four door sedan. Automatic
with
1967
Gold
utility
atic.
and
op.
Autom
air,
Hardt
and
2-Door
heat
red,
LLE
central
'Pureb
CHEVE
1967
CHAROLIAS BULL.
transmission, radio. Sold new
ton ) pick-up, 352 V8
room in each unit, Priced
registered and sired by M.G.M.
car.
Local
air.
and
Red
Power
load
op.
ssion.
-truck
Hardt
transmi
4-Door
STOCK
III
rd
at Parker Ford. U262.
Fury
standa
ESSED
OUTH
inDISTR
PLYM
ent
-1967
reasonable for excell
Hector 2nd., imported from
and white. local truck. T124. sale. Room sizes, full rolls, wall
by
nt.
top.
bulls
vestme
vinyl
with
young
black
France. Also some
82495
1967 PONTIAC LeMans 4- door Hardtop. Gold
ERBIRD
to wall, some jute back, some
ott, 1968 THUND
IF LINE BUSY
$1295 commercial type, hi-density same bull. See W. T. McDerm
, complete
Landau
OLET
door
Four
CHEVR
1967
Keep trying. Everyone will be
Air conditioned.
3 miles east of Benton, Ky. on with all the extras. C179.
Pick-up, V8 standard tran- rubber back rugs. Value to $6.95
M16P
calling to find out about this 3
Hwy. 408.
.
power
white.
and
e
$1.99
and
doubl
price
our
Red
smission.
square yard,
PONTIAC LeMans 2-Door Hardtop. Automatic,
bedroom brick at 312 Woodlawn.
$1695
ng
1968 MUSTANG
Local truck. T76.
$2.99 square yard. Pick anythi
Price reduced for quick sale.
Two door hardtop, 302 Vii.
1967 CAMARO. 4-speed.. Blue with black vinyl top, mag wheels.
on truck while it lasts. Cash and
Tired of Renting?
Yellow with black vinyl roof.
1969 LITTLE COLONEL $3995 carry. Paschall's Discount
leo
d.,1966 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air. ,
Then call us on this cozy 2 11 foot pick-up camper.
Local clean car. C129.
Hazel, Kentucky, 492-9733.
House,
"'bedroom frame in a good neigh- Equipped as follows; roof
Ml3P The H & H Cycle Shop will offer
1966 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 2-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
borhood. The inside is in ex- mounted air-conditioned, gas
for sale a 1967 BSA 650 cc 1968 FORD CORTINA
8895
, outside paint
t
top.
repair
cellen
vinyl
motorcycle, Hornet model, Serial Two door , four speed GT.
black
with
e
Yellow
furnac
Sport.
gas
k
Grand
stove and oven,
1966 BUICK Skylar
two
ent;
equipm
SHOP
BEAUTY
5787-Y, to satisfy a Economical riding. U284.
needed.
and hot water heater. dryers, a wet station, an all No. A-65HA
COUNTRY LIVING
lien on said motor vehicle for
1965 MUSTANGS (2). Bcith 4-speed. One hardtop and one convertible.
and cold water
hot
ized
pressur
purpose hydraulic chair, less repairs, storage and accessories.
In this 3 bedroom on large lot 4
commode
1968 PONTIAC
121. system, shower,
than one year old, like new. The sale will take place at our
$1995
miles east of Murray on Hwy.
volt
INA
arid 12
CATAL
tank
septic
and
00.
8:00-5:
place of business located at 816 Two door hardtop. Light green
Electric heat, city water, and electric refrigerator. PA Phone 753-2511 from
M13C
Road, Murray, with black vinyl roof. Power
garage. Just listed so call us
Coldwater
system to cab of truck. This
a.m. on March steering, power brakes,
9:00
at
today. Priced right at $13,000.00.
ky,
Kentuc
Ford
1967
a
unit is mounted on
sale. 22, 1971. All persons interested in
for
HAY
AND
W
S'TRA
TOO MUCH TOGETHERNESS?
automatic transmission and
F250 34ton Ranger camper
purchasing said vehicle may factory air. Local dean car.
If you would like to get away special with 352 VS. Power Phone 753-3820.
M13C submit an offer for same prior to
from it all call us on this 3 steering, power brakes, and
C17.
See These Courteous Salesmen For Any of These Good Used Cars . .
that time.
bedroom brick veneer on Hwy. automatic transmission. Ideal
783, 2 miles west of Murray on for long trips or weekend. U4. 4020 JOHN DEERE tractor and
1968 FORD GALLXIE
Or New VW Buys . . .
H deli Cycle Shop
91795
approximately 2 acres. Carpeted
500.
plows. 530 Case tractor, 72 A.C.
r
By Porter Hutchens, partne Two door hardtop. Red with
living room, central heat and air, 1963 E100 FORD
Ed Carroll
8595 combine.67 Dodge truck, two ton
Tommy Carroll
M1-6-13
2 baths, lots of storage, and 2 car Econoline van, 6 cylinder
black vinyl roof. Power
with grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
Clete Hubbs
Ml3P
earport.
Bennie Spann
steering, automatic transtandard transmission. C136,
$7,300.00
Tommy Sanders
smission and air. One owner
Will buy this house and lot 1960 FORD
6350 SMALL (ROCERY and bait
Tennessee car. C235.
M13C
located at 103 Spruce St. This 2 Pick-up with cattle racks_ shop. Phone 753-6420
$2495
bedroom frame is available for Runs like a watch. T97.
1968 THUNDERBIRD
immediate occupancy.
Two door Landau. Burgandy
NEW HONDA,450cc motorcycle.
1115P
$295 Phone 753-7670
OFFICE BUILDING OR 1960 FORD
with black vinyl roof. All of the
extras. A beautiful
Interior paneled,
BUSINESS
truck.
Panel
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. III 5 P.M.
automobile. U24.
Business lot and building with fold down table. 'et NICE 1962 Chevrolet 2 door
hardtop, also two automatic hog
located across from post office, fisherman's friend. C57
MISC.
Going to Europe? Take delivery there. Ask about it now.
$1715
1966 FORD XL.
waterers phone 492-8622
where the Maple Leaf Restaurant
Air Conditioning Available
Red with power steering,
was located. The building is
35 More cars in stock,
power brakes, automatic
sturcturally sound. Buy this and ranging from 1955 to 1966 SOFA. COSTS about 8200, good
753-8850
transmission. A sharp one
own your own office building or models.
condition, will sell for 850;
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone
owner local car. U21.
business. 68,500.00
electric lawn edger, costs about
PARKERTORD,INC.
FARMS
$50, used very little, 815. Phone
1968 FORD GALAXIE
Corner of 7th and Main
160 acres joining city limits,
753-5976.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
7
11895
CES OFFERED
753-261
SERVI
d
Phone
M13C
railroa
ft.
500
1,500
y
imatel
approx
FOR RENT
Two door hardtop. Red with
frontage, also frontage on Hwy.
HOUSE: three bedrooms, 94 Full sale price $42,500.00
black vinyl roof. Automatic
TRAVEL TRAILER, 22 ft.
Air- FOR ALL your home alterations BRICK
AUTOS FOR SALE
yard,
back
MOBILE HOME. 10x42.
fenced
ission, power steering.
753transm
baths,
Call
two
or
ned.
new
contai
self
etc.
,
ling,
deluxe
f repairs, remode
of
1st.
West
April
conditioned, two and one-hal
ion
miles
Possess
car C246.
3.8
753lot.
local
p.m.
four
five
located
75x21_0_
II,
after
7537117 days,
26 acres
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury
753- old. Free estimates. Call
'TFC city limits. This farm is fenced,
miles from Murray. Phone
753-298?,
and
g
Tom.
Phone
29NC
for
steerin
ask
March
power
3425,
sedan,
door
6123.
M15
2583 after 5:00 p.m.
M17C
1967 MERCURY COMET 9995
has a barn and an excellent well factory air. Phone 753-9901 after
Four door sedan, 289 V8 and
OAD WELDING and BY OWNER: remodeled house Great investment property.
RAILR
5, or 753-3917.
NOTICE
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 875.00 wrought iron shop. East Maple with outbuildings on three acres;
automatic transmission. A
M13t
Couple
100
a month. $50.00 deposit.
clean Kentucky car. C248.
across from Murray two miles from city limits on Just listed: one of the best
four,
,
,
Street
SABRE
I.A
1967 BUICK
preferred. No pets. See at 1601 Lumber Co., owned by Dan black topped road. Phone 753- acre farms on the West side,
and'
g
steerin
door, with power
$1795
College Farm Road or call 1-313- Hutson, operated by Handl. E4388.
M16C located only 3 miles South of brakes. New set of tires. Phone
1947 FORD LTD
fenced,
is
7(
farm
APRII,
This
Grove.
842-2162
Lynn
sedan Dark green
door
Four
753-1933.
,
M13
Phone
p.m.
5:00
after
6
753-451
M23NC
has 2 tobacco barns and is in a
metallic with brougham inNOTICE
HELP WANTED
productivity.
CHEVROLET one ton truck.
of
1954
state
high
G.
ISHIN
terior. Power steering, power
REFIN
FURNITURE
flat bed with new
brakes, automatic tranall All work guaranteed. Free
on of building lots Dual wheels,
TWO BEDROOM duplex,
DO YOU earn $13000 per week or Choice selecti
YOUNG MAN for general kitchen smission and factory air. A
foot cattle racks. Excellent
five
Free
school.
ry.
high
delive
new
airnear
and
le
floors,
pickup
paneled, hardwood
less? If so you may qualify for a availab
work. High school and military local one owner car C192.
condition. Phone 489-2528 M15C
e or natural
in Kingswood.
conditioner, water furnished. estimate, Antiqu
continental home for only Also nice lot
ions completed. If you are
new
obligat
5
McCoy,753Call ,American To list or buy-give us a try
door
2
down
lle
Private driveway Phone 489-259 finish. Jerry
efficient and willing to
9200
Bonnevi
AC
neat,
PONTI
1967
81295
1967 MUSTANG
March 31C
3045.
new
air,
is a good opportunity. Convertible, red with white
M16C
and
this
Housing Inc., 753-6715.
work,
power
p,
hardto
M13C
''-• •
experience preferred. No
A Multiple Listing Realtor tires, sell 81150. Phone 436top Six cylinder automatic
642 Some
753-3
TO mow lawns. Good
401
St.
M15C
Maple
s. Apply Colonial House
WANT
trailer.
student
OOM
2323
BEDR
Sold new at
10 x 50 TWO
r.
summe
Realti),
for
M13C transmission
Donald R. Tucker,
service. Contracts
Smorgasbord.
till.
WANT TO BUY; meg, TIT anFord.
Parker
Nice quite location, shady and
V8
door,
1965 IX)DGE 440, four
Phone 753-9483
Phone 49'2-8620. M16P 502 Maple Street
LOST & FOUND
grass lawn. One mile from city.
M17C tenna rotor.
part
factory air, power brakes and
Murray, Kentucky
753Phone
LADIES 7 openings full and
child.
$1495
or
one
s
1967 FORD LTD
Couple
,
,
brakes
battery
new
g:
steerin
Home phone
hour, no ex
an
82.00
M15P
earn
time
p. Power
hardto
1971
door
Four
County
5109.
and
OWAY
logs
CALL
753-'
LOST:
BUY;
carburetor and tires.
753-5020
stud WANT TO
necessary we train. For steering, power brakes,
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
for
M 6C Graduation ring with initials, perience
1499 or 75.3-3080
silver. standing timber. Also have
Office phone
appointment Phone automatic transmission.
and
Black
ew
&
intervi
s.
heat,
service
Phone
Elec.
d.
.
E.M.G. in ring. Rewar
LARGE,CI bSETS
sale lumber and sawdust.
2
MI6C
753-434
n 8-- 11 a.m. M17C factory air. A clear. Kentucky
betwee
1
1
753-835
753-171
ideal
p.m.
Phone
5:00
.hr. cond. Private entrance
1966 RED MUSTANG G T. Four 437-4415 after
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
1606
apt
car C231.
House
White
one
clean,
migc,,
for couple
speed, wide oval tires,
Phone 753-4147.
SECRETARY.
M15C
WANTED:
TFC Max "Ruddy Sykes'
753-3456 days,
Phone
West Main
car
owner
RENT
OR
SALE
FOR
open immediately. PARKER FORD,INC.
Salesman
or 753-5402 after 5:00 p.m.MISC LOST: WHITE male Pekingese. Position
,
d. Send resume
modern
require
and
MENT,
Corner of 7th & Main
Shorth
APART
STUDIO
Answers to name of Charlie
1971 12x50 mobile home. ELECTROI.UX SALES di Ser- Home phone
Murray,
NEW
32P.,
man.
a
Box
Phone 753-2617
for
0.
P.
room
to
M.
8175
C.
:
753
,
Ky.
furnished. Also a
or
Murray
07
213.
rent.
753-47
to
Phone
lot
Box
vice.
MI6C
.
Sooth $3650110. On private
ky
751-3465
Kentuc
MIS.
Far8,
lonnierman Apartments.
382-246
d
phone
Renar
P.:miles South of Murray: Phone Sanders,
9.
eleth Street Phone 753-660
mineton. Kenturky.
M13C 53-9151.

We don't put this guarantee
on any old car.

1967
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rs with any
g order.
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The Week In Review

.ffeana=
LETTERS.m EDITOR

Murray Hi...

Noted Men Die
During Past Week

Quotes
From Theo
News

Turks Threaten
To Take Over

o Continued From Page One)
Dear Felitor:
in the third quarter.
Silence reigns throughout the By United Press International
ANKARA (UPI1-The TurkCAIRO (UPI)-Prof. Walter
The score was never tied chamber Halls of the State
ish armed forces sent truckduring the final stanza, but the Capitol Building. The final ad- B. Emery, one of the world's'
loads of troops into Ankara
Tigers were on top twice during journment of the Special foremost Egyptologists, died
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
today and threatened to take
the eight minutes. With less than Legislative Session has come. Thursday night in the Ang
By United Press International over the government unless
., the The lights have been turned low, American Hospital. He was 67.
two minutes left to play
children killed.
LEGISLATIVE PRAYER
By C. W. ORR
Premier Suleyman Demirel
Emery had been searching
The Sente, on a 94-0 vote, Bengals led 70-69, but they were the curtains have been drawn,
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UP11- resigns. They also alerted the
United Press International
Continued From Page Seven)
for eight years for the long-lost
Cassius Clay, who never had approved a constitutional unable to retain their advantage. the switchboards have been
The state House of Representa- air force.
David Alexander took top disconnected, the clock above the tomb of lmhotep, a designer of tives, preparing to hear Gov.
NOTICE
stopped claiming to be cham- amendment to lower the voting
The threat came in a joint
the
ancient
step pyramids 5,000
pion, lost this week as he tried age in all elections to 18. House scoring honors with 22 points for House Chamber door has stopJohn J. Gilligan's budget-tax memorandum signed by Gen.
years ago. He suffered a stroke
to regain the heavyweight approval is expected in the Murray. Porter McCuiston made ped, showing the hour 12:07 p.m.
message next week, began its Memduh Tagmac, chief of the
PRICE MOBILE
17, and Ricky Jones added 16.
Some legislators are gathering Sunday at the excavation site of session Thursday with a prayer general staff, and the commanFrazier. coming week.
Joe
from
crown
boxing
HOME CENTER
Sakkara,
near
Cairo, that by the Rev. Alvin Duane.
Frazier whipped Clay in a The Supreme Court ruled that Steve Hale and Johnny Williams up their maps, their figures, and
ders of the army, navy and air
unanimous 15-round decision persons who object to the added 11 and 6 points respec- their brief cases in preparation paralyzed his left side.
Homes from )2,995°
"May this weekend be a time force and addressed to Presafter the former champ was Vietnam War as unjust, but not tively. David Alexander was also for heading home. Others are
for special refreshment and ident Cevdet Sunay and the
Lew as $195°) Down
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-More
knocked down in the last round tl all wars, are not entitled to tops in the rebounding depart- standing in complete awe and
relaxation," the chaplain in- chairmen of both houses of theHwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
than 1,000 persons, including
for the third time in his career. exemptions as conscientious ment with 13, Porter McCuiston amazement, stunned at what has
toned,
"for we have a hunch Turkish Parliament.
Murray, K). Next to
grabbed 12, Ricky Jones got 11,,happened to their districts. Onei Red Skelton and Milton Berle, that next week may be more Turkey has been rocked in
Clay kept his record of never objectors.
Holidat Inn
paid
final
respects
Thursday
to
Steve Hale got 8, and Johnny legislator, with tears in his eyes
having been knocked out intact,
taxing than most."
recent months by the terrorist
Williams and Tyrone McCuiston was heard to say, "I have no Harold Lloyd, 77, comedian of The legislators broke into tactics of left-wing radicals
Ask about our rental
but his record now reads 31
both got two rebounds.
home to go to. My district has silent and talkie movies who laughter. "Thank you," Duane pressing for the withdrawal of
victories and one defeat.
purchase plan, up to 10
Top scores for Carlisle was been wiped off as though died this week of cancer.
Whitney Young Jr., the civil
said, forgetting the amen.
U.S. forces from the country
In such movies as "The
finance.
David Smith with 13 points. devasted by some vicious torrights leader who was executive
protesting American "imand
Leonard Larkin, Russell Turn- nado"; Others are shocked Freshman" and "Safety Last," SHOPPER'S BONANZA
director of the National Urban
in Laos.
perialism"
AUCTION SALE
bow, Steve Frizzell, and Mickie because their county has been Lloyd played a bumbling young DETROIT UPI) - Ronald
League, died in Lagos, Nigeria,
The left-wing elements includman
who
got
involved
in
Thomason all added 11 points to divided and their constituents
Reichow spent the night outside ing students have battled rightAUCTION SALE, March 13, 1971, apparently of a heart attack.
BENTON, Ky., March 12 - round out the Comet offense.
back home are very unhappy. improbable catastrophes but Michigan's newest Wrigley's wing students and police and
1:00 p.m. at the late Clay and He was 49.
Euclid Darnall, 49, of Hardin
Murray High hit 37 per cent But the general feeling among always came out on top. His Supermarket to win the five kidnaped four Americans last
Kitty Martin home, located President Nixon told United Rt. 1, died Thursday at 10:30
the floor, on 27 out of 73 most legislators is that it has nearly 500 films grossed more minutes' free shopping offered Thursday, releasing them unfrom
International,
he
did
not
Press
corner of 5th and Barnett in
p.m. at Veterans Hospital in
than $35 million, and he was
Eighteen out of 27 free been a job well done.
shots.
Arabs
or
either
the
expect
to the store's first customer.
St. Louis, Mo.
Hazel. Will sell; solid oak
harmed Monday night. They
one
of the wealthiest men in
attempts
gave
them
67
per
throw
38
Redistriction the
senatorial
Inside, Reichow scurcjed have robbed banks to finance
dresser, rocking chairs, hand Israelis to resume hostilities in
Mr. Darnall is survived by
Hollywood.
the charity stripe.
seats and the 100 house districts
around, filling his shopping cart their cause and bembed governtools, vacuum cleaner, 30 feet of the Mideast. The Soviet Union his wife, Mrs. Labo Darnall; one cent from
Carlisle hit 41 per cent from the has required long hours of
with $133.37 worth of groceries meat buildings.
don fence, deep freeze, and United States both are daughter, Miss Shirley Jean DarHOLLYWOOD I UPI)-Funer28 of their 68 field committee meetings behind
-enough to fill 11 bags.
automatic washer, stone jugs, exerting "a restraining effort," nall, Hardin Rt. 1; one son, field, getting
The inifildrandum said the
al services will be held
Tommie Darnall, Hardin Rt. 1; ,goal attempts. From the line closed doors. Hours spent in
Then, after the bags were Demirel
government
had
wagon wheels, kettle and stand, he said.
Saturday
for
Borden
Chase,
their 22 chances for construction maps, in debates, in
packed into his car, he and his brought Turkey to the "brink of
brass bed, tobacco setter, cherry Prime Minister Indira Gand- four brothers, Charlie H. Dar- they hit 17 of
searching court records, in vetecan film and television wife went back inside to buy civil strife and social and
grandfather clock, RCA 21 inch hi's New Congress party won a nall of Benton Rt. 7, Victor Dar- 77 per cent.
DarPaducah 66, Symsonia 56. giving justification why certain script writer who specialized in the $10.31 worth of groceries economic discontent" and had
television, marble top tables, parliamentary majority in In- nall of Benton Rt. 4, J. C.
nall and J. D. Darnall, both of
Led by the hot hand of Charles counties should not be split. western stories. Chase, 77, died they said they still needed.
living room suite, grind rock, dia's elections.
lost public confidence.
Benton Rt. 5, and three grand- Welch, the Tilghman Blue Tor- Arguments were given from the at his home Monday.
Prime
Minister
John
G.
round top trunks, bed room suite,
The, memorandum said a
children.
turned
in
a
nado
second
hall
Chamber floor imploring the
SMOKER'S NERVES
cherry book-case round table, Gorton of Australia lost a vote
"solution must be found with
Darnall
Mr.
Funeral
rites
for
LAS
VEGAS,
Nev.
(UPI)
far
them
performance that sent
house members to vote against
WIGAN, England ( UPI)- concerted parliament action
electric stove, refrigerator, lawn ,.of confidence. His Liberal party will be held Sunday at 2 p.m
Funeral services will be held
er,
furniture, half bed. Many other elected Foreign Minister Wil- at Collier Funeral Chapel in beyond the reaching hands of the certain amendments and to vote here and in New York City for Derek Taylor, 32, told a court and with an understanding
Thursday he attacked his wife above party politics to overitems to numerous to mention. liam McMahon as the new Benton with the Rev. R. J. Bur- Symsonia Rough Riders.
The Riders controlled the first forStrenuous
efforts were made to Jack Entratter, veteran million- because he had given up come the present anarchic
h
Good sale, be sure to come, we'd party leader to replace Gordon. poe officiating.
half,
although
the
score
was
Left-wing
Turkish
kidnapers
the counties of aire hotel man who booked the smoking and she was going out atmosphere and achieve constisplit
both
like to see you there. Terry
Burial will be in the Horn
knotted
end
of
the
at
the
first
unharmed
four
U.S.
released
and Calloway and Trigg. Amend- first superstars on the Las to buy cigarettes.
Shoemaker-Auctioneer.
Cemetery.
tutional reforms."
second quarters. The score was ments were offered that Would Vegas "strip."
"My nerves were terrible and
mno...e
M13C airmen kidnaped the week
note
The
Entratter,
57,
,
a
suffered
15 all at the end of the quarter splitTrigg placing part of itin a
before.
I just cracketic! he said. „
resigns-peacefully
government
and 27 all at the midway point district with Calloway, part of it stroke-Tuesday -Ind- died Taylor pleaded guilty to the "the Turkish armed forces are
Three British soldiers on duty
AUCTION, MARCH 13, 1971 at in Northern Ireland were shot
Welch started on his scoring in the 8th district, and still Thursday of a cerebral hemor- charge and was given a determined to take over the
10:00 a.m., located corner of 4th to death and dumped in a ditch.
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